Abstract: First, this paper recalls a recently introduced method of adaptive monitoring of dynamical systems and presents the most recent extension with a multiscale-enhanced approach. Then, it is shown that this concept of real-time data monitoring establishes a novel non-Shannon and non-probabilistic concept of novelty quantification, i.e., Entropy of Learning, or in short the Learning Entropy. This novel cognitive measure can be used for evaluation of each newly measured sample of data, or even of whole intervals. The Learning Entropy is quantified in respect to the inconsistency of data to the temporary governing law of system behavior that is incrementally learned by adaptive models such as linear or polynomial adaptive filters or neural networks. The paper presents this novel concept on the example of gradient descent learning technique with normalized learning rate.
The second stream is represented by the utilization of learning systems such as neural networks and fuzzy-neural systems, and this is also the main area relevant to the presented work in this paper. During the last three decades of 20th century, the works that were in focus regarding learning systems are [22] [23] [24] [25] , and for incremental learning approach can be referenced for example also the work [26] . Then, a particularly focused approach toward the utilization of learning systems has been rising with works [27] [28] [29] , where nonlinear estimators and learning algorithm were utilized for the fault detection via the proposed utilization of a fault function that evaluates behavior of residuals of a learning system. Currently, significant research that shall be referenced is adaptive concept drift detectors proposed in [30] [31] [32] and the cognitive fault diagnosis system for sensory data published in [33] . Some readers might also see some analogies of the proposed approach in this paper to the Adaptive Resonance Theory [34] . Because, the proposed approach in this paper utilizes a memory of data behavior, which is represented by the online learning parameters of a learning system, and the unusual behavior of incrementally learning parameters is quantified and introduced as the novel entropy concept in this paper.
Up to the best of my knowledge, I am not aware of any works by other authors on non-probabilistic approaches for evaluation of entropy which are, in their very principal, free from any use of output residuals of a learning model; so that only the behavior of incrementally learning parameters of even imprecise learning models would serve for novelty evaluation in sense of information contents quantification (entropy).
This paper introduces novel concept of entropy and its calculation that neither is based on statistical approaches nor is it based on evaluation of error residual. This new approach operates only on parameter space of incrementally learning systems. The presented principle is purely based on evaluation of unusual behavior of incrementally learning parameters of a pre-trained model, regardless the error residual, i.e., in principle regardless the prediction error itself or its behavior in time. This paper demonstrates the novel approach on Gradient Descent (GD) adaptation that is one of the most comprehensible incremental learning techniques. The very original and funding principals and some related results with Adaptation Plot (AP) have been published in [1, 2, 38, 39] and the first multi-scale extension was proposed in [40] ; those are the funding concepts of Learning Entropy (LE) and the Approximate Individual Sample Learning Entropy (AISLE) that are introduced in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: the second section recalls two fundamental principles (techniques) that are necessary for evaluating the LE, i.e., GD-a comprehensible example of an incrementally learning technique, and the technique of visualization of learning energy, i.e., the AP. The third section derives the calculation of the novel measure of learning activity, i.e., the measure of learning energy that an incrementally learning model displays for each newly measured sample of data and, thus, the principle of the Individual Sample Learning Entropy (ISLE). Then, a practical cumulative-sum technique for estimation of ISLE is introduced as the Approximate Individual Sample Learning Entropy. Consequently, the concept of the Order of Learning Entropy is introduced according to the order of the estimated time derivative of neural weights that serve to calculate the LE.
The fourth section shows experimental demonstrations including real-world data application of AISLE. The fifth section discusses results, furthermore, theoretical and practical aspects of LE, and it also discusses the fact that LE is not necessarily correlated to the magnitude of prediction error.
In terms of mathematical notation, variables are denoted as follows: small caps as "x" for a scalar,
bold "x" for a vector and, bold capital "X" for a matrix. Lower indexes as in "x i " or "w i ", indicate the element position in a vector. If a discrete time index is necessary to be shown, it comes as "k" in round brackets such as x(k), y denotes measured time series and y  stands for a predictor output. Further notation, as such w, represents a vector that contains all adaptable parameters, i.e., weights of a predictor and, Δw is a vector of all adaptive weight increments that are the cornerstone quantities for evaluation of LE by incrementally learning models. The meaning of other symbols is given at their first appearance throughout the text. Time series of constant sampling are considered.
Funding Principles
This section reviews two fundamental principles for the latter introduced LE concept. The very fundamental principle is the supervised incremental learning of predictive models, i.e., sample-by-sample adaptation of adaptive parameters (neural weights) to the evaluated signal. As the very cornerstone approach, the GD (incremental) learning is recalled such as for linear or polynomial predictors and neural networks. The second fundamental principle is the binary-marker visualization of how much must the (initially pre-trained) predictor adapt its weights to each sample of data to capture contemporary governing law, i.e., this is the technique of the AP [1-2].
Predictive Models and Adaptive Learning
Though not limited to, the GD adaptation algorithm is the most fundamental technique for the evaluation of LE. Moreover, GD learning is very efficient especially when used with linear filters or low-dimensional neural network architectures (predictors). The use of GD is recalled particularly for linear predictors (filters) and for polynomial predictors (also called Higher-Order Neural Units HONUs [1, [35] [36] [37] ) in this subsection.
As for time series, let us consider the representation of a general prediction scheme as follows;
denotes predicted value at prediction horizon of h samples; f (.) is a general differentiable function (linear or polynomial predictor or a neural network) mapping the input vector x(k) to the predicted output; vector w contains all adaptable parameters (weights) of a predictor.
To unify the terminology about general predictors (1) that are used for the purpose of LE, the following lemmas are given:
L1. Predictor (1) is a static model that performs direct prediction if input vector x(k) contains only the recent history of measured data.
L2. Predictor (1) is a dynamical (recurrent) model that performs indirect prediction if input vector x(k) contains also step-delayed values of y  .
L3. Dimensionality of predictor (1) corresponds to the state space dimension for which the mapping f(.) is defined (for Equation (1) this relates to the numbers of inputs in x including step-delayed feedbacks of y  if a predictor is dynamical one).
L4. Dimensionality of a real data corresponds to the order of dynamics of real-data-generating system and it is further extended by other real inputs (that further increase dimensionality of behavior of real data).
L5. A low-dimensional predictor of time series is such predictor that is considerably less-dimensional than the embedding dimension of the time series itself.
Sample-by-sample GD adaptation scheme of predictor (1) can be defined using prediction error e, which is given as:
so the individually adapted weight increments are calculated in order to decrease the square error criteria as follows:
where,
is an adaptive weight increment of i th weight, μ is the learning rate, and k is the discrete index of time that also denotes the reference time, i.e., ( ) k e is currently measured error, (
predicted value h samples ahead. For completeness, the updates of all weights at each sample time k can be in its simplest form (no momentum or regularization term) as follows:
Recall, stability of the reviewed GD algorithm (2-4) can be practically improved by proper scaling input and output variables (e.g., z-score) and by various approaches for rescaling the learning rate μ (e.g., [41, 42] ).
In case the predictor is a dynamic model, i.e., lemma L2, we may alternatively refer to GD as to Real Time Recurrent Learning (RTRL) technique [43] if the above GD scheme (1-4) is applied with recurrently calculated derivatives for feedback elements in input vector x.
Equation (1) gives only a general form of a predictor for LE. The particular form of the mapping f(.) and configuration of inputs and feedbacks in input vector x as in Equation (1), as well as the proper sampling period, are all case specific.
Nevertheless, it can be reasonable to start with linear adaptive filters as they are simplest and computationally efficient especially when vector x should contain relatively higher number of inputs (~ > 20). In case of linear filters, the predictor (1) yields the vector multiplication form of row vector w and column vector x as follows:
The weight updates are directly calculated for a linear model as follows:
where, T denotes vector transposition and where recurrently calculated partial derivatives (as if according to RTRL) are neglected, i.e. ,    x w 0 .
As regards selection of learning rate μ, the first technique that should be considered is the learning rate normalization that practically improves the stability of the weight update system (4, 6) , so the weight updates can be actually calculated at every sample time as follows:
where "|| ||" denotes a vector norm more on techniques for learning rate normalization and adaptation of a regularization term (the unit in the denominator) can be found, e.g., in [41, 42] .
For evaluation of LE of nonlinear time series, polynomial adaptive predictors such as Higher-Order Neural Units can be recommended [1, [35] [36] [37] ; HONUs are attractive adaptive models because their mapping is customable as nonlinear while they are linear in parameters => optimization of HONUs is of a linear nature, so HONUs do not suffer from local minima problem in the way as conventional neural networks do when GD learning technique is used.
Of course, because of various systems and according to various user experience, other types of predictors such as perceptron neural networks or any other kind of adaptive models, suitable for GD (but not limited to GD) adaptation, can be used as a cognitive (here the supervised), incrementally learning tool, for evaluation of LE. This subsection recalls the GD rule as a straightforward example of incremental learning technique, that is a comprehensible option for AP and latter for calculation of LE.
Adaptation Plot (AP)
The variability of weight increments Δw in (3) resp. (7) reflects the novelty of data that corresponds to the difficulty with which an adaptive model learns to every new sample of data. Therefore, the AP was introduced for GD and adaptive models (HONUs) in [1] and further in [2, 38, 39] as a visualization tool of adaptation activity (or novelty in data) of adaptive predictors.
AP is based on evaluation and visualization of unusual weight increments of sample-by-sample GD adapted models. It was shown through [1, 2, [38] [39] [40] that low-dimensional predictors can capture and evaluate important signal attributes. As such, unusual samples, very decent perturbations, unusual appearance or variations of level of chaos or noise, incoming inter-attractor transitions of hyper-chaotic systems, also hidden repeating patterns can be revealed and intervals of a similar level of chaos can be revealed in otherwise seemingly, similarly complicated signals.
To clarify the principle of AP, the sensitivity parameter α for marker detection of AP has to be recalled. A governing law variability marker (a dot) in AP ( Figure 1 ) is drawn at every sampling time k, if the corresponding weight increment exceeds its contemporary, usual magnitude, which can be in principle sketched by the following rule:
where, α is the detection sensitivity parameter, and 
Figure 1. Adaptation Plot (AP) is a tool for universal evaluation of information hidden in adapted neural weights via transformation into a binary space (time series is cognitively transformed to patterns of binary features -AP markers (the dots)), for more on functionality of AP please see [1, 2] .
The mutually alternative explanations of the sensitivity α are as follows:
• The larger value of α, the larger magnitudes of weight increments (i.e., |Δw|) are considered to be unusual.
• The larger α, the more unusual data samples in signal are detected and visualized in AP.
• The larger α, the less sensitive AP is to data that do not correspond to the contemporary dynamics learned by a model.
• The larger α, the lower density of markers in AP.
The major single-scale weakness of AP is the need for manual tuning of the sensitivity parameter α, so the first multi-scale solution to AP has been proposed in [40] without connotations to any entropy concept.
In the next section, it is proposed that the multi-scale solution to novelty detection via AP and over a whole range of sensitivity detection establishes a novel entropy concept of LE.
Learning Entropy (LE)
In this section, the concept of Learning Entropy (LE) is introduced for supervised incremental learning. This novel entropy concept can utilize sample-by-sample adaptation of low-dimensional predictors [1, 2, [36] [37] [38] [39] and uses the technique of the AP. Notice, the GD with normalized learning rate (e.g., [41, 42] ) is used in this paper for its clarity and for its good performance; however, LE is not principally limited to only GD technique, nor to supervised techniques in general.
In fact, LE is a cognitive entropy measure concept because the cognitively obtained knowledge about variation of temporary governing laws of the evaluated data is utilized.
Important distinction of this concept is that if a system behavior is very complex from statistical point of view, but it is deterministic from the point of view of its governing law, the information content (complexity, entropy) of the data is lower, the more deterministic the behavior is (deterministic chaos, forced nonlinear (chaotic) oscillator).
For example, if a predictive model can adapt fully to a governing law of deterministically chaotic time series, then the further data of time series have no new information to us (the new data are redundant because we know a governing law). However, if a deterministic (chaotic) time series becomes perturbed, the perturbed data (samples or intervals) have new information, i.e., novel data have entropy that can be adaptively (cognitively) detected (e.g., by supervised GD learning) .
Individual Sample Learning Entropy (ISLE)
In this subsection, LE is approached via GD (supervised learning) and it is demonstrated on the example of deterministically chaotic time series obtained from Mackey-Glass equation [44] in chaotic mode as particularly given in Equation (10):
where t denotes the continuous index of time, and the chaotic behavior results from the setup of; b = 0.2, g = 0.1, and the lag τ = 17. The time series was generated by Equation (10) and data were sampled with period Δt = 1 [time unit] as {y(k); k = 0,1,…,700} where k denotes the discrete time index. Lets introduce 1% perturbation at sample k = 500 as follows:
0.01
The time series with the detail of the perturbed sample at k = 500 is shown in Figure 2 . First 200 samples is used to pre-train a low-dimensional predictive model (given random initial weights w) by GD in 300 epochs. Then, the adaptive model runs adaptation only once on further data k = 200…700.
As a nonlinear and low-dimensional predictive model, static quadratic neural unit (QNU, [1, 35, 36] ) is chosen for its good quality of nonlinear approximation and in-parameter linearity that theoretically avoids problem of local minima for adaptation [37] . QNU can be expressed in a long-vector multiplication form as follows:
where, the length of recent history of time series in input vector x is chosen as n = 4 as follows:
where, T stands for vector transposition and colx is the long column vector representation of quadratic multiplicative terms that are pre-calculated from x as follows:
Furthermore, w is a row weight vector of the same length as colx. The sample-by-sample updates of w, can then be calculated by the GD according to (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) as follows:
In regards to selection of the learning rate μ, a variation of the learning rate normalization (e.g., [41] ) practically improves the stability of the weight update system (6), so the weight updates Equation (15) can be actually calculated at every sample time as follows:
where μ = 1 is used in following experiments for initial pre-training, and μ = 0.1 is used for adaptive detection online. (11) at k = 500.
For the time series shown above and for the given setup, the QNU has 15 neural weights and the corresponding AP is shown in Figure 3 . The AP in the bottom axis of Figure 3 , shows that the six weight increments Δw 9 and Δw 11-15 of adaptive model were unusually large for the sensitivity α = 5.5, i.e., the pre-trained adaptive model (12) captured the perturbed sample at k = 500, while the prediction error e(k = 500:503) was of even a smaller than usual magnitude. Therefore, the markers in AP, visualize, activity in which the model learns to each newly measured sample, even when the adaptive model is not absolutely accurate (for another example please see Figure 13 in [40] ). Figure 2 . The six AP markers for weights w 9 and w 11…15 at k = 503 correspond to the perturbed sample at k = 500 (11) (while the above magnitudes of prediction error and the adaptation weight increments do not indicate anything at first sight).
The particular time series in top axes in Figure 3 has a significant frequency component of about 60 samples and the most of the signal events chaotically recur within this interval. Therefore, parameter m that calculates recently usual magnitudes of weight increments Equation (9) is pragmatically set to m = 60 for this time series in this paper. More discussion on choice of parameter m follows in Section 5 of this paper.
The most critical parameter to obtain a meaningful and useful result with the AP (such as in Figure 3 ) is the detection sensitivity α. To overcome this single-scale weakness of AP, i.e., the dependence on proper selection of α, a multi-scale approach can be adopted. Naturally, the markers in AP appear according to α, and the more sensitive detection is (i.e., the smaller α), the more markers appear for more unusual samples of data [40] , i.e., for samples of higher LE. The dependence of AP markers is demonstrated in Figure 4 . (Figure 2 ) with perturbed sample at k = 500 for increasing detection sensitivity (i.e., decreasing α = 6.08, 6.01, 5, 2); the number of AP markers N(α) related to perturbed sample at k = 500 tends to increase with increasing sensitivity more rapidly than for usual (not novel) samples.
For α = 6.08 in Figure 4 , there are three AP markers that indicate some unusually large learning activity at k = 311,503,678. However, for constant α, the detection must be made more sensitive to reveal the perturbed sample (k = 500) in contrary to the other seemingly novel points, which is manually made in Figure 4 by redrawing AP for α = 6.01 and α = 5. For α = 2, the detection becomes too sensitive and the AP is not useful anymore.
To become independent of single-scale issue of manual selection of α, the multi-scale approach was proposed in [40] . It is further recalled in this section for the example of the above time series, and it is newly related to the concept of LE.
In order to enable us to perform multi-scale analysis of AP markers, we may consider the power-law concept, e.g., [13] . For AP markers at instant time k as a function of sensitivity parameter α, where the detection sensitivity is increasing with decreasing α, i.e., we can assume theoretical power-law approximation as follows:
where, the exponent H characterizes the nonlinear change of quantity of AP markers along the varying sensitivity of detection α, and N is the quantity of AP markers (here the vertical sum at instant k as in Figure 4 ) for the given sensitivity of detection α.
Similarly to common fractal measure approaches, the change of quantity of AP markers along the increasing sensitivity parameter , can be quantified by estimation of characterizing exponent H as the slope of log-log plot as:
where,  max is a specific (theoretical) value of detection sensitivity for which the very first AP marker would appear for evaluated samples k. Thus,  max can be loosely defined as follows:
For any arbitrarily close to max , H becomes large if a measured sample of data is novel, i.e.,,, if data is inconsistent with the governing law that has been temporarily learned by a predictor. If we introduce a new variable E to normalize H as follows:
then, we have arrived in Equation (20) to the normalized entropy measure E that quantifies learning activity of a sample-by-sample adaptive models (1-4) . Thus, the variable E in Equation (20) is a novel non-Shannon and non-probabilistic measure for evaluation of novelty of each single sample of data in respect to it's consistency to the temporary governing law learned by a predictor. Thus, E in Equation (20) can be called the Individual Sample Learning Entropy (ISLE). ISLE can be evaluated for all samples in a window of AP and consequently even only for a custom selection of particular samples. For example, Table 1 and Figure 5 shows comparison of ISLE for three specific samples of data for which AP markers appeared as the very first for  max  6.08 in Figure 4 , but where only k = 503 has AP markers due to the novelty in data. We can see in Figure 6 that sample at k = 503 has much larger E than the other two data samples. Table 1 . The number of AP markers N() increases fastest for k = 503 because the incremental learning attempts to adapt the weights to the perturbation at k = 500 (Figure 2) ,  max  6.08. Table 1 is largest when an adaptive model starts learning a new governing law (here the perturbation at k = 500) that causes unusually large weight increments (here calculated with normalized learning rate by Equation (16)). ], m = 60, μ 0 = 1, μ = 0.1; the perturbation at k = 500 is followed by the rapid increase of LE.
Naturally, if an adaptive model is familiar with a temporary governing law of behavior of data, and if the measured samples of data are consistent with the governing law, then the adaptive model does not need to unusually adapt its parameters (weights) and E is low.
Importantly, evaluation of LE is not conditioned by the fact that the predictor must be precise and perfectly pre-trained. Inversely, if E = 0 is only achieved for all samples in an AP window, it does not necessarily imply that a predictor is precisely pre-trained and has zero prediction errors. E = 0 would just imply that the adaptive predictor (1) is familiar with data regardless its prediction error in Equation (2) . E = 0 would mean that weights are constant (rounded to a decimal digit) during adaptation for all k even though the prediction error is not zero; this practically happens often with GD for not too large learning rate μ (this can be practically verified on pre-training data).
In particular, this section demonstrated the calculation of the LE via the sample-by-sample adaptation and it is applicable to every new sample measured and it can detect novelty of individual samples. Therefore, this particular technique by Equations (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) 
results in evaluation of the novelty measure that can be called the Individual Sample Learning Entropy (ISLE).
However, the above estimation of ISLE via E by Equation (20) is rather a theoretical and explanatory matter, because proper estimation of slope H (18) depends on finding of  max . The next subsection resolves this issue.
Approximate Individual Sample Learning Entropy (AISLE)
A practical technique to approximate E as a normalized measure of ISLE for every newly measured sample y is introduced in this subsection. This approximate technique does not require discovering of proper  max complying strictly with (19) . E can be approximated by E A for every sample of data y(k) as follows:
which is a sum of markers over a range of sensitivities  that is normalized by the number of weights n and by the number of selected sensitivity parameters n  thus 1/(n · n  is a normalization term to achieve 0 , 1 A E  , i.e., n markers can appear n  times for a sample of data y(k). For every individual sample, the measure E A in Equation (21) approximates E in (20) , because larger values of E A , corresponds to a steeper slope H ( Figure 5) . Thus E A can be called the
Approximate Individual Sample Learning Entropy (AISLE).
Also similarly to E in (20) , E A introduced in Equation (21) is also a normalized measure and it's possible maximum value E A = max = 1 can be obtained if all AP markers for a sample y(k) appear for all detection sensitivities in . The possible minimum value of E A of a sample y(k) is zero if no markers appear [similarly as to E in Equation (20)].
For the example given in Table 1 , the setup for calculation of E A is n = 15, n  ,for which E A results as follows: E A (k = 311) = 0.105, E A (k = 503) = 0.629, E A (k = 678) = 0.095 (see corresponding slopes H in Figure 5 ). However, to better approximate the limit slope H, the elements of shall be selected closer to the approximate neighborhood of  max , i.e., around  max ≈ 6 while  = 2 is already too far from  max , as it is shown in Figure 4 . Thus, E A can be estimated for  that is reduced to the neighborhood of 6 max   and both cases are thus compared by Figure 5 and 6. Even though that the result in Figure 6 is dependent on selection of it clearly reveals perturbation of sample y(k = 500).
In Figure 6 , we can see that other samples of data show also some smaller LE (AISLE in particular). Those data are not perturbed and they are fully consistent with governing law (10), yet they display nonzero LE. The reason for this is that the predictor (12-16) is a low-dimensional one and so it is not able to fully learn the governing law. However, it clearly detects and evaluates an inconsistent (here the perturbed) sample. In the next subsection, the further extension to the above introduced definition and calculation of LE that improves its evaluation accuracy is proposed.
Orders of Learning Entropy (OLEs)
When weights of a learning system are adapted by an incremental learning, the weights fluctuate in the weight state space with energy that the weight-update system has.
The weight update system receives its (learning) energy, from the measured data, i.e., from the input vector x(k) and the target y(k) in case of supervised learning. The more inconsistent newly measured samples y(k) to the current knowledge of the learning system, i.e., the higher LE of the samples, the more energy the weight increments w receives.
In other words, the weight update system resembles an engine, with its fuel being the input data. Then, the LE is the actual (time-varying) octane number of the fuel.
Weight increments Δw are the key variables for LE. During incremental learning, each weight i w behaves with energy of various orders that can be defined for the AP and thus for evaluation of the LE as follows: 
From the above point of view, the originally introduced rule of AP (8) 
where, the recently usual second derivative (acceleration) of weights is as:
Similarly, for the 3 rd order LE it would be as follows:
and so on for higher orders.
To distinguish among the above modifications in which the LE is calculated via adaptation plot rule as shown in Equation (8) or Equation (22), the Order of Learning Entropy (OLE) is introduced in this section and its most common cases are summarized in Table 2 , where the details of the formulas has been indicated above in this section. 
, A E E ( 475) ( 475) .05 and ( 500) ( 500) 0.05 Figure 7 demonstrates the impact of various LE orders as they can significantly improve detection of inconsistent samples of data. Moreover, Figure 7 and Figure 8 also demonstrates that Zero-Order Learning Entropy, which deals just with weights themselves, does not have the cognitive capability to evaluate the learning effort of the predictor, i.e., does not capture the inconsistent data (signal and other setup as in Figure 7 ).
Experimental Analysis

A Hyper-Chaotic Time Series
Another theoretical example of time series where the AISLE can be clearly demonstrated is the time series obtained from hyper-chaotic coupled Chua's circuit [45] (with some more details and results on AP in [2] ). The dimension of the used coupled Chua's circuit in continuous time domain is 6 and its embedding dimension shall be at least 2 × 6 + 1 = 13 according to the Taken's theorem. Let's choose the static QNU of lower dimension (embedding n = 6) as the learning model in sense of Equation (1) and in particularly according to Equations (12) (13) (14) . Its proper pre-training by GD (16) for the first only 100 samples of the time series is shown in Figure 9 ; the sum of square errors (SSE) approaches 1E-5 after last epoch of pre-training. Figure 9 . Pre-training of low-dimensional QNU (12-16), on first 100 samples of hyperchaotic time series in 10,000 epochs; μ = 1; n = 6 => 28 weights; quality of pre-training (SSE) affects LE ( Figure 10 vs. Figure 11 ).
Let us now introduce a slight perturbation in two samples as follows: ( 475) ( 475) .02 and ( 500) ( 500) 0.02
Then, the evaluation of AISLE for the less properly and more properly pre-trained learning model ( Figure 9 ) is given in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , respectively. (Figure 9 ) naturally result in that the LE appears larger for more samples than just the perturbed ones at k = 457, 500 Equation (26), see also Figure 11 . Figure 11 . AISLE for more properly pre-trained learning model than in Figure 10 . (here 1E + 4 epochs, Figure 9) ; two slight perturbations at k = 457, 500 Equation (26) are followed by larger AISLE (esp. of 4th order). However, the design of a proper learning model and its correct pre-training are crucial and non-trivial tasks for correct evaluation of LE and it may require an expert in adaptive (learning) systems or in neural networks. Nevertheless, from our experiments with AP and HONU [1, 2, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] it appears that the very precise pre-training of the learning model is practically not always too crucial and that the structure of a learning model can be designed quite universally, e.g., with HONUs as they are nonlinear mapping predictors that are naturally linear in parameters. A practical rule of thumb for the above introduced HONU and GD can be to keep pre-training as long as the error criteria keep decreasing, i.e., until the learning model learns what it can in respect to its quality of approximation vs. the complexity of the data. The effect of more proper pre-training can be demonstrated by comparison of Figure 10 with Figure 11 , where we can see that more proper pre-training naturally filters out the inconsistent samples at k = 475, 500, from all the other samples that are naturally generated by the hyper-chaotic behavior.
This subsection demonstrated the calculation of the LE on a theoretical hyper-chaotic time series and it demonstrated the influence of the quality of pre-training on its evaluation. Two real-world data examples are given in the next subsection.
Real Time Series
Heart beat tachograms (R-R diagrams) and ECG signals are complex and non-stationary time series that are generated by a multidimensional and multilevel feedback control system (the cardiovascular system) with frequent external and internal perturbations of various kind. First, this subsection demonstrates potentials for real-world use of LE on real-time novelty detection of heart beat samples in R-R diagram retrieved from [46] using static QNU and GD learning via Equations (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Figure 12 . AISLE for R-R diagram [46] ; the learning model is static QNU, n = 5, pre-training samples = 200, epochs = 100, μ = 0.001; the peaks of AISLE correspond or directly follow the inconsistent sample at k = 652.
The results and the pre-training setup is given in Figure 12 , which shows that the new pattern of heart rate behavior starting at k = 652 has been detected. Second, demonstration of potentials of LE is shown on real-time sample-by-sample monitoring of ECG with algorithm modification for quasi-periodic signals. LE is shown for a real-time sample-by-sample monitoring of ECG time series with spontaneous onset of ventricular tachycardia (233 Hz, data courtesy of [47] ) using Linear Neural Unit (LNU) with normalized GD, i.e., adaptive linear filter (5-7), (13) . The dimensionality of the used LNU is n = 80 Equation (13) , so the calculation of AISLE for also a higher dimensional predictor is demonstrated below in Figures 13, 14 and A1. Figure 13 . Capturing the onset of spontaneous ventricular tachycardia in animal ECG by the AISLE of static Linear Neural Unit (LNU, n = 80, pre-training epochs = 500, pre-training samples k = 0.500, full data in Figure 16 ), data courtesy of [47] .
Because ECG is a quasi-periodical signal and the used LNU is not able to fully learn the governing law that drives the ECG, the evaluation of LE can be modified to compare neural weight increments with respect to the prevailing periodicity of the signal. The floating average of absolute values of recent m neural increments of i th neural weight (originally given in (9)), can be modified as follows:
where, the actual time range of averaging Δw is located into the neighborhood of maximum autocorrelation of ECG signal (here for the lag of 80 samples). Figure 14 . The typical feature of LE: while prediction error and weight increments reach seemingly regular magnitudes or even smaller ones, the LE can be correctly high regardless the actual error of the learning model (see Figures 13 and 15 ).
Discussion
The straightforward difference of the introduced LE from statistical entropy approaches is that behavior of a system may be statistically complex, but if the behavior is deterministic (e.g., deterministic chaos) and newly measured samples are consistent with the governing law, then these data does not carry any novel information. Due to the incremental learning (adaptation) during detection, the LE approach is potentially suitable for real time non-stationary systems.
The weights in w and especially their higher-order time derivatives (estimated via weight increments w) correspond to the (learning) energy of an incrementally learning system, and it appears that higher orders of AISLE shall be generally considered. Naturally, higher orders of AISLE appear more reliable for novelty detection than the Zero-Order AISLE; however, higher orders AISLE appeared one sample delayed behind the first order AISLE (Figure 12) .
The LE is a relative measure, that is related to the data to which it is applied as well as, it is related to the learning model and to its capability to extract the governing law from training data. Obtaining a useful LE can be a non-trivial task that requires a suitable (though not perfect) learning model (e.g., a low-dimensional model) that is capable to approximate a temporary governing law in data.
It is generally difficult to provide readers with the pragmatic rule of thumb that can be suggested for selection and pre-training of a model for LE, because the possible consequences of the insufficient training or the overtraining vary from case to case and may depend on used type of learning model and applied learning algorithm and on setup parameters, so the user's experience might be necessary. Nevertheless, linear filters or relatively simple polynomial predictors that are linear in parameters can be a good option to start with experiments on the LE.
Regarding supervised learning (i.e., predictors), it was demonstrated already in [40] on chaotic logistic equation that the actual prediction error is not necessary correlated to the inconsistency of data that is adaptively monitored. Details of adaptive predictor output, prediction error, and the magnitude of weight increments during incremental learning of ECG signal for Figure 13 are given in detail in Figure 14 . By comparison of the two figures, we see that the onset of ventricular tachycardia does not introduce larger prediction error ( Figure 14) ; however, the LE of the starting arrhythmia is high ( Figures 13 and 15 ) for the learning model used. AccSum(EA4(k)) (Learning Entropy Profile)
AccSum(E A )
AccSum(E A (k=max)) = LEM While this papers resolves the single-scale issue of sensitivity detection parameter α via the multiscale approach, another point of discussion is selection of parameter m in formula (9) for a particular signal. A pragmatic rule for setting m according to the lowest frequency component of chaotic signals with quasi-periodic nature was indicated in subsection 3.1. Then an interval modification for choosing m for a quasi-periodical signal with significantly distinct intervals of behavior (e.g., the ECG signal) was demonstrated in Equation (27) , where formula (9) was customized to calculate average increment magnitudes within the lag corresponding to the first maximum of autocorrelation function. For chaotic signals where the periodicity and maximum lag of autocorrelation function is not clear (e.g., discrete time chaos of the logistic equation or R-R diagrams), the choice of parameter m can be a case dependant and future research is to be carried. Also, a possible multi-scale approach for m for LE can be considered for future research. Nevertheless, the author has observed that calculation of LE is practically much more robust to the selection of parameter m than to the sensitivity detection α. herefore, the multi-scale approach for α and not for m is primarily introduced for LE in this paper.
The LE is also a promising concept for development and research of new measures that would evaluate particular learning models and data. While this paper introduces individual sample focused LE, i.e., ISLE and AISLE, there is strong potential for interval-based measures of LE. For example, by introducing the accumulated plot of LE, i.e., the cumulative sum of AISLE, as follows:
one may obtain the LE profile of a particular adaptive model and of particular data. When evaluated for the whole time series, AccSum(E A ) would summarize the signal and might be possibly used to distinguish between different models or adaptation techniques. Then the very last point of the profile, i.e., AccSum(E A (k = max)), could be interpreted as the Learning Entropy of a Model (LEM), see Figure 15 . In other words, the LEM quantifies the familiarity of an adaptive model with data. Practically, the familiarity of a learning model with data corresponds to the generalization ability of the model. Adopting the fact that the best learning model shall have the best generalization ability (LEM = min) and the lowest prediction error, a general function of the convolution of Learning Entropy and the prediction error appears be a promising direction for continuing research that, however, exceeds the scope of this paper.
There are certainly many other issues that should be discussed regarding evaluation of LE and the further introduced concepts. The proper evaluation of LE depends on a number of factors where users experience with learning systems and signal processing is important. However, the objective of this paper is to introduce the LE as a new non-probabilistic concept of online novelty detection via evaluation of data sample inconsistency with contemporary governing law that is incrementally learned by a learning system.
Conclusions
This paper is the first work that introduces the concept of LE as a non-probabilistic online measure for relative quantification of novelty of individual data samples in time series. This normalized and multi-scale measure evaluates the inconsistency of individual samples of data as an unusual learning activity of an incrementally learning model over all adaptable parameters. It is a multi-scale measure because the learning activity is evaluated over the whole range of detection sensitivity parameter α that is the key parameter for online visualization of unusual learning activity (in AP). Evaluation of unusual learning activity was proposed for estimation of various orders of time derivatives of weights that reflects the learning energy of an incrementally learning model, thus Orders of LE were introduced.
A particular technique for calculation of Approximated Individual Sample Learning Entropy was introduced. AISLE represents a loose analogy to approximate sample entropy in sense of using cumulative sums instead of approximation of the slope in a log-log coordinates. The whole explanation and the technique of calculation of AISLE is demonstrated on a straightforward example of supervised incremental learning, i.e., on GD in this paper. As learning models, static linear and polynomial neural units (quadratic polynomials) were demonstrated in this paper as they are good to start with LE for their comprehensibility and in-parameter-linearity which is a good feature for GD learning. Examples of calculating the AISLE for theoretical chaotic time series as well as for two bio-signals were presented.
The major objective of this paper was a comprehensible introduction of the LE and its calculation rather then competition to conventional entropy approaches. The LE is introduced as a missing concept among probabilistic entropy approaches that usually do not consider a governing law in otherwise statistically complex data. In principle, the concept of LE is not only limited to supervised learning. There are strong potentials for LE for neural networks, signal processing, adaptive control, fault and concept drift detection, and big data applications. The evaluation of Learning Entropy will depend on many factors including users experience with adaptive systems and the detailed summary exceeds the introductory focus of a single paper. Figure A1 . Full data for Figure 13 (excluding first 500 of pre-training samples), arrhythmia spontaneously starts around k = 2200), data courtesy of [47] . 
